
SAFARI 4 IN 1  with Sundown Dinner Cruise

4  IN 1 SAFARI with Dinner

           

Departures every day. (13.00-19.30) Experience the best    elephant trek in Phuket on this afternoon safari. Learn more about Asian    elephants and meet our young elephants to see how they are trained. Get to    know Thai culture and rural life by seeing various demonstrations of coconut    processing, rice farming, Thai cooking and much more. The tour ends with a    delicious Thai buffet dinner. Versatile, educating and fun day for the whole    family!

   
      

    

Pick  up from your hotel and transfer to Chalong highlands. Arrive
at Siam Safari  elephant camp on the top of a mountain. Meet Siam
Safari’s elephants; learn  about them and the mahouts who take
care of them and also about Thai elephant  conservation and how
you can help. See how young elephants are trained, you can 
touch them and feed them bananas. Trek on elephant back in
Chalong highlands,  good views over Chalong bay and out to Phi
Phi Island can be seen along the  way. This is Phuket’s best
elephant trek and best cared for elephants. The only  elephant
camp in southern Thailand to have attained the Royal Thai
government  standard award. Visit our local farmyard to see how
buffalo plough the rice  fields, learn how to harvest and de-husk
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rice and about the different varieties  available. Try a ride on a
wooden cart pulled by buffalo before sampling local  coffee. Learn
how Thai jungle curry is made, you can even try some if you dare. 
See how rubber trees are “tapped” to produce natural rubber latex.
Learn how  coconuts are processed to make coconut milk and oil.
  
  The tour ends with a delicious Thai buffet dinner; a selection of
Thai dishes  cooked not too spicy. Return transfer to hotels after
having an educational and  rewarding adventure here at Siam
Safari.

    

Package  Details: 
  
  Estimated schedule: Operated daily from 14:00pm to 17:15pm
excluding  transfer time. The hotel specified pickup time will be
confirmed upon booking  confirmation.
  
  Tour package includes: Transfers, dinner, activities and services
of a TAT  licensed English speaking tour leader. Drinks/alcohol
and items of a  personal nature are not included.
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